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Posted by u/zeemeerman2 Limburg 18 hours ago

Why has Brussels comparatively so little new covid
infections today? Didn't they have the most
infections a week ago?
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doxxedaccount2 · 15h

Hello redditors from the future, its me, living in the before
times. Turn back now, while you still can, and warn the
others.
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Continue this thread
R-GiskardReventlov · 12h
West-Vlaanderen

Hello I am a redditor from the future. Do you have any
toastjes me zalm? Perhaps an Orvalleke?
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fl164 · 12h

Wouw, you diserve many respect for this precision.
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RmG3376 · 13h

Because covid infections are cyclic. You can’t get infected
more than once at the same time, and you’re immune for a
while after being infected. So places that were hotspot a few
weeks ago might be more quiet now and vice versa
Which is also why it’s ridiculous to politicise the question so
much. Jambon and De Wever will be like “look at those hell
holes that are Brussels and Wallonia, Flanders stronk” when
the tide goes in the Walloon direction, then a few weeks
later it’s the opposite and they’re in full justifications mode.
Then a few weeks later it reverses again and they’re back
with the Flanders goed narrative, and so on and so forth
It’s the same thing on the global stage actually, sometimes
Europe is the cluster, sometimes it’s America (sometimes it’s
China but they very damn well don’t want you to know). It
just goes back and forth depending on where immunity
happens to be the weakest at that moment
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They were bound to run out of people to infect.
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Utegenthal · 18h
Brussels

Because everybody here has already been contaminated and is
now (temporarly) immune? It was all part of Maron's
masterplan. You thought he was dumb? Nah mate, he's playing
4d chess.

Kidding, he's atrociously dumb and now he'll pretend he did a
good job because of these figures. Sigh.
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-RickSean- · 16h
Wallonia

Since the vaccination effect was short lived, the optimal
strategy was to wait until the end of summer to vaccinate
the low risk people. Ironically Flanders & Wallonia speedy
vaccination campaign played against them, as the vaccine
protection was was wasted on the summer months when
little transmission happens in any case
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kalehennie · 16h

COVID moves in mysterious ways! (But mostly through
aerosols)
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sanderd17 · 13h

West Flanders is very well vaccinated, but on the other hand
people trust too much in the vaccine here.
They will hide being positive, workplaces don't comply with the
work-from-home regulation, people don't wear masks because
they think nothing can happen to them, ...
That said, the vaccine does seem to work for the biggest part. I
got tested after a red coronalert screen, the result returned
positive. I didn't have any symptoms and I didn't even infect
my family members. Someone in the local care home got
tested positive. He has symptoms, but not enough to go to the
hospital, and also didn't infect his close contacts.
Ofc, that's only anecdotal evidence. If 1% of the infected do
end up in the hospital, that's still too much to cope with.
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rollebob · 13h

After a month we got vaccinated a friend of mine got covid,
but zero symptoms. I went to a dinner with uni friends and
after that 3 out of 12 tested positive in the next week. All
vaccinated and all without symptoms.
I went to a birthday party last weekend and people are
starting showing up positive now.
Basically, if you have a normal life you will get in contact
with someone positive every week. Probably got to make a
test per week and quarantine multiple times.
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Some claim CST is bullshit because of this, it doesn’t
guaranty anything, vaccinated people still spread and CST
gives them a false sense of safety.
Vaccinating everyone maybe a solution, but it’ll still spread
and although less, we’ll still see a lot of people on ICUs.
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historicusXIII · 18h
Antwerpen

A few weeks ago, yes. But now other provinces overtook
Brussels. If anything, that's a good thing because it shows that
eventually natural immunity will slow down the infections (for a
while).
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Diedjies · 16h
Confused Belgian peasant

A post talking about the positives of natural immunity, I
must be dreaming!
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SerbiaStronk1 · 15h

In Brussels, Antwerp, Hainaut and Liège a lot of people were
infected a few months ago and now these communities have a
high level of natural immunity. Perhaps they tend to be a little
less infectious than a vaccinated person, who are now 'carriers'
of the virus. But that's just a theory, I'm not an expert.
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zenaide1 · 12h

Because all those people that got sick quarantined and
probably triggered loads of additional quarantines in family or
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Qantourisc · 17h

I would also follow up: the data can be noisy at times.
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Zw4n · 14h

High numbers in Brussels or Wallonia: bad people High
numbers in flanders: data is noisy
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Redditor2140 · 16h

Title is wrong. Brussels can have the smallest new positive
tests, but that does not mean lowest infection numbers.
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trogdor-burninates · 16h

Maybe they stopped testing as much?
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More posts from the belgium community
Posted by u/Notstupidblobfish 5 days ago
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Posted by u/iggynewman 3 days ago

Greetings from Portland, Oregon, USA! This is my attempt at
stoemp and sausage. Can’t wait to visit Belgium again! It’s
been too long.
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Posted by u/tehighground 4 days ago

Highlights of the protest
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Posted by u/JufKatrienMamaVan10 4 days ago

Relevante MVR comic.
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Posted by u/cactuscore 16 hours ago

Brussels airlines new logo seems to be stolen
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Posted by u/JufKatrienMamaVan10 3 days ago
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Posted by u/ThomYorkeRH 5 days ago

Not that the NMBS has ever been the pinnacle of advertising,
but wtf is this...
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Posted by u/WarHeritageInstitute 2 days ago

Sabaton @ the Military Museum in Brussels (more in
comments)!
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